Detecting the passage of an interfering particle through one of the interferometer's arms, known as ''which path'' measurement, gives rise to interference visibility degradation (dephasing). Here, we consider a detector at equilibrium. At finite temperature, dephasing is caused by thermal fluctuations of the detector. More interestingly, in the zero-temperature limit, equilibrium quantum fluctuations of the detector give rise to dephasing of the out-of-equilibrium interferometer. This dephasing is a manifestation of an orthogonality catastrophe, which differs qualitatively from Anderson's. Its magnitude is directly related to the Friedel sum rule. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.108.256805 PACS numbers: 73.23.Àb, 72.10.Fk, 73.63.Kv Electronic interferometry has been invaluable in studying fundamental quantum mechanical phenomena such as the Aharonov-Bohm effect, two-particle Hanbury BrownTwiss correlations, and fractional statistics of Abelian and non-Abelian anyons. The visibility of the interferometer's signal is suppressed when the trajectory of the interfering particle is measured [1] . This is akin to ''dephasing'' of the system at hand. The physics of such ''which path'' measurement has been observed experimentally [2] and discussed theoretically [3] [4] [5] . Standard detection schemes involve an out-of-equilibrium detector, e.g., a currentcarrying quantum point contact, electrostatically coupled to the interferometer. Dephasing is directly related to entanglement between the state of the system and that of the detector [6] and has been observed [7, 8] and discussed [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] in the context of electronic interferometers. Special features arise when the system-detector coupling is strong [14] [15] [16] .
Electronic interferometry has been invaluable in studying fundamental quantum mechanical phenomena such as the Aharonov-Bohm effect, two-particle Hanbury BrownTwiss correlations, and fractional statistics of Abelian and non-Abelian anyons. The visibility of the interferometer's signal is suppressed when the trajectory of the interfering particle is measured [1] . This is akin to ''dephasing'' of the system at hand. The physics of such ''which path'' measurement has been observed experimentally [2] and discussed theoretically [3] [4] [5] . Standard detection schemes involve an out-of-equilibrium detector, e.g., a currentcarrying quantum point contact, electrostatically coupled to the interferometer. Dephasing is directly related to entanglement between the state of the system and that of the detector [6] and has been observed [7, 8] and discussed [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] in the context of electronic interferometers. Special features arise when the system-detector coupling is strong [14] [15] [16] .
What happens when the detector is set to be at equilibrium? It is known that coupling to a dissipative environment may give rise to dephasing through thermal fluctuations [10] [11] [12] [13] 17, 18] . It may also give rise to a change of the ground state [19] through an Anderson orthogonality catastrophe mechanism [5, 20, 21] .
Here, we consider an electronic Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) [8] , one arm of which is coupled electrostatically to a detector. The interferometer is defined by the outer edge channel of a ¼ 2 quantum Hall setup, while the detector consists of a localized electronic state that is tunnel-coupled to the inner edge (Fig. 1) . Our main findings are the following. (i) Thermal fluctuations of the occupancy of the localized state lead to dephasing through statistical averaging over shifted interference patterns [22] .
(ii) In the limit of zero temperature, the passage of an electron through the upper arm of the MZI modifies the many-body state of the detector. In similitude to the Anderson orthogonality catastrophe [5, 20] , the scalar product of the states before and after this modification has taken place, S fi , plays the role of the visibility suppression factor. However, by contrast to the Anderson orthogonality catastrophe, S fi does not scale with the detector's size. Nevertheless, by tuning the gate voltage on the localized impurity, complete dephasing can be achieved. (iii) The degree of dephasing depends on both the magnitude of the system-detector coupling, and the strength of quantum fluctuations in the detector. The former can be expressed through the Friedel sum rule. By changing an external gate voltage, the occupancy of the localized state and the amount of equilibrium charge fluctuations can be tuned. (iv) We briefly discuss the implementation of the Friedel sum rule in the presence of tunnel and/or electrostatic coupling to the localized state, whose occupation is varied.
FIG. 1 (color online)
. Mach-Zehnder interferometer with a quantum dot in its upper arm. The outer edge channel (solid blue line) is fully transmitted through the dot. The inner edge channel (dashed red line) has a weak tunnel coupling to the localized state in the dot. If the charge on the localized state is increased by one, the number of electrons on the outer edge is accordingly reduced, giving rise to a phase shift . If screening by the two outer edge channels is symmetric, then ¼ and the interference visibility is reduced to zero when the localized level is half-filled.
We stress that our dephasing protocol involves energy transfer from the system (MZI) to the detector. This is in clear distinction from Abel and Marquardt [16] , who discussed dephasing of a charge q bit without energy relaxation, due to a fluctuating localized state coupled to a continuum. The results (ii) and (iii) provide a conceptual and technically workable framework for dealing with tunable zero-temperature dephasing.
Model.-We consider the following Hamiltonian:
Here, c y R=L;k creates a left or right moving electron with momentum k on the edge state , where ¼ 1 denotes the outer edge state being part of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer, and ¼ 2 denotes the inner edge state that is coupled to the localized state inside the quantum dot. V R=L ðrÞ describes the electrostatic interaction between the dot electron and right or left moving electrons on the outer edge over the interval ½ÀD=2; D=2, and 1R=L ðrÞ are the respective densities. The density operator is normalized such that the equilibrium density 0 is subtracted and that the expectation value with respect to H 0 vanishes, hðrÞi 0 ¼ 0. d y creates an electron on the localized state.
Coulomb phase.-When the localized state is occupied with hd y di ¼ 1, there is a density change
on the edges. Using standard bosonization, the electron operator on the right moving edge can be expressed as the exponential c R ðrÞ ¼ exp½i' R ðrÞ with R ðrÞ¼ 1 2 @ r ' R ðrÞ. The electron Green function on the right moving lower edge (which is part of the MZ interferometer) can be expressed as
where 'ðxÞ ¼ 'ðxÞ À 2 R x ÀD=2 dyhðyÞi. If the charge on the impurity is fully screened by the two outer edge states (as is the case for a long-range Coulomb interaction and in the absence of other screening gates besides the edge state), and if the right and left moving electrons contribute equally to the screening, then R D=2 ÀD=2 dyh R ðyÞi ¼ À1=2. In order to obtain the correct sign of the phase change as observed when embedding the chiral edge into a MZI [23] , we define the phase shift due to Coulomb coupling as
For the case of a symmetric Coulomb coupling of the localized state to two chiral edges, as in Fig. 1 , one finds ¼ .
Dephasing by statistical averaging.-The coupling between the localized state and the inner edge modes gives a width À to the localized state. At a finite temperature T larger than the width À of the quantum dot resonance, the occupancy of the localized level fluctuates thermally with an occupation probability determined by the Fermi distribution. In the regime of linear response eV sd ( À ( k B T, the transmission phase of the right moving outer edge channel depends on the occupancy of the dot. When thermally averaging over the occupancy of the localized state, we find
In a fully symmetric dot where each of the outer edge modes does half the screening, we have e i ¼ À1 and
This implies a phase lapse of at the degeneracy point ¼ 0 , and a visibility of the interference / j tanh½ð 0 À Þ=Tj. The full width at half maximum of the dip in the visibility is given by % 2:197 k B T.
Dephasing by entanglement.-What happens to the visibility of the interference signal when the temperature is much smaller than the width À of the localized state? More specifically, we will consider the limit where k B T ( À ( eV sd ( À B, where B denotes the bottom of the band. In this regime, it is useful to discuss the change an interfering electron on the outer edge makes to its environment, which consists of the localized state coupled to the inner edge. This point of view is equivalent to our discussion of the phase shift of the interfering electron, which is caused by the environment [1] . More precisely, we describe the electronic wave function after passage through the interferometer by
Here, jui and jdi denote the partial waves moving through the upper and lower arm of the MZ interferometer, respectively, j u i and j d i denote the respective states of the environment, and the Aharonov-Bohm phase is ascribed to the lower arm. As the interference term is the superposition between the partial waves traveling on the upper and lower path, it is reduced by the factor jh u j d ij.
Let us start by describing the state j d i, where no interaction has taken place between the interfering electron and the system of inner edge mode and localized state.
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For simplicity, we consider a situation where the localized state couples to only one chiral edge mode, 2R;k k , 2L;k ¼ 0, but there will only be changes in notation if there is coupling to two edge modes. We denote an eigenstate of the inner edge plus the localized state by
Here, is the energy of the state and 'ðxÞ ¼ ðÀxÞe ix=v þ ðxÞe ix=vþi t , the wave function along the edge that suffers a phase shift t due to the tunnel coupling to the localized state [24] . As the component of the total wave function that describes the partial wave traveling along the upper arm is the product of the electronic state jui and the environment state j u i, the Coulomb phase shift e i can be either assigned to the electronic wave function jui, as we did in the last section on thermal dephasing, or to the wave function of the environment j u i, as we will do now [1] . The wave function of the environment is a Slater determinant of single particle states ji. However, in these single particle wave functions, only the component that has weight on the localized state will be affected by the Coulomb interaction with the interfering electron, such that it gets transformed into
This can be expressed more formally by applying the operator e id y d to the state ji. When denoting an expectation value with respect to the ground state Slater determinant of the states ji by h. . .i, the overlap between the two states of the environment can be expressed as
Let us discuss the implications of this expression. If the chemical potential is either much below or much above the energy 0 of the localized level, the occupancy is either 0 or 1, and the number operator d y d in the exponent can be replaced by its expectation value, thus describing the absence or the presence of the Coulomb phase shift. However, when j 0 À j % À, the occupancy of the localized level is not a good quantum number. As a consequence, the operator d y d is not only characterized by its expectation value, but also by all higher cumulants describing quantum fluctuations. It is the nonzero value of higher cumulants of d y d that reduces the expectation value in Eq. (9) . In this sense, dephasing by the quantum dot is intimately related to the existence of quantum fluctuations. However, we will explain later that a change in the environment, where all ji are transformed into j i, is only possible if an energy of the order À is transferred from the interfering electron to the environment; hence, the physics we are discussing has nothing to do with dephasing by equilibrium zero-point fluctuations.
In order to calculate the reduction of the interference visibility due to the Coulomb coupling between the interfering electron and the localized state, we need to calculate the matrix of wave-function overlaps M n;n 0 ¼ h n; C j n 0 i. After some algebra, we find
where for local tunneling between the inner edge and the localized state k
Following the calculation in Ref. [20] , the overlap jh u j d ij ¼ detjM n;n 0 j. We calculate the determinant by diagonalizing the matrix M n;n 0 . This can be achieved by realizing that it has the structure n;n 0 þ u n u Ã n 0 . This type of matrix has one eigenvector with elements u n and eigenvalue 1 þ P n u Ã n u n , as well as a degenerate eigenspace that is orthogonal to the vector fu n g and has the eigenvalue 1. For this reason, the determinant is given by the eigenvalue not equal to one. Applying this method to the matrix M n;n 0 , we find
This reduction of the MZ interference visibility is the central result of our manuscript. Interestingly, we note that the overlap jh u j d ij does not scale with the size of the detector (i.e., the length of the inner edge), in sharp contradistinction from factors describing the Anderson orthogonality catastrophe. In the case of a symmetric coupling of the outer edge modes to the localized state, and assuming that the charge on the localized state is fully screened by the outer edge mode, one finds ¼ , and as a consequence a complete suppression of the interference visibility for ¼ 0 ; see Fig. 2 . On the other hand, for the case of an empty or fully occupied localized state, the interference visibility is fully recovered.
Next, we discuss the condition eV sd ! À for the applicability of Eq. (12) . We have argued that passage of an interfering electron transforms the Slater determinant of ji into a Slater determinant of j i. We now calculate the energy difference between these two many-body states. Using the states Eqs. (7) and (8), together with the Hamiltonian Eq. (1), we find for the energy difference:
As the environmental state j u i is by an amount ÁE higher in energy than the state j d i, this energy difference must be provided by the interfering electron. As the interfering electron has an energy eV sd above the Fermi level, we arrive at the requirement eV sd ! À for the interfering electron to be able to provide the energy for exciting its environment. Due to the fact that an energy transfer is involved in the reduction of MZ interference visibility, we argue that this type of dephasing can be described as backaction of the environment onto the interfering electron.
Friedel sum rule.-Our results are intimately related to the Friedel sum rule [25, 26] . The Friedel sum rule states that, upon the change of the charge in a spatially confined region in a Fermi sea by 1, the sum of the scattering phases changes by 2 and ÁN confined ¼ 1 2i ÁTr lnSðÞ, where S is the scattering matrix. As an illustration, consider the setup of Fig. 3(a) . In order to make contact with the sign convention of the Friedel sum rule, we refer here to a chiral edge embedded in a Fabry-Perot interferometer [23] . When the coupling between the chiral lead and the localized impurity state is electrostatic, the latter can be thought of as an external potential that is modified when the impurity state is occupied by an electron. This, in turn, gives rise to a screening cloud (image charge) on the chiral channel of charge jej; by the Friedel sum rule, this amounts to a change in the transmission phase through the chiral channel of À2.
We next consider the chiral lead and the localized impurity state being tunnel-coupled [ Fig. 3(b) ]. Now the impurity state is part of the system. A direct calculation of the scattering phase (which, for the present setup, is the transmission phase) yields tan t 2 ¼ À À [27] . Filling up the state (i.e., varying from À1 to þ1) results in a total phase change of þ2, in agreement with the Friedel sum rule. Interestingly, when both tunneling and electrostatic coupling are present [ Fig. 3(c) ], the two contributions discussed above cancel each other. This again is in agreement with the Friedel sum rule, as filling up the localized state will induce an opposite-sign screening cloud, amounting to a redistribution of charge (with the net total charge unchanged) [28] . Now we discuss the more realistic situation in which we have a second chiral. That will correspond to Fig. 3(a) , with the provision that the screening cloud of the localized state is now shared with another chiral channel, not shown. If the Coulomb coupling among the localized state and the two chirals is symmetric, the Coulomb phase shift is À for each of them. We note that the sign of this phase shift is opposite to that in the convention Eq. (4); see [23] . If the coupling to the two chirals is not symmetric, we do not have full dephasing. In the setup in Fig. 1 , the Coulomb coupling of the localized state is to the outer edge modes, while the localized state is tunnel-coupled to the inner edge modes. However, when considering a 4 Â 4 scattering matrix, the sum of changes in scattering phases is again zero, as discussed above. While the assumption that all of the screening of the localized state is done by the outer edge mode is realistic for a strongly pinched inner edge mode, it has to be relaxed if the transmission of the inner edge mode through the quantum dot becomes large. In that case, the screening charge is distributed among outer and inner edge modes. Also, the Friedel phase is spread over more channels and reduces the magnitude of the Coulomb phase shift .
In summary, we have discussed dephasing of a MZI interference signal by a detector at equilibrium. At finite temperature, dephasing is due to a thermal average over different states of the detector. In the zero-temperature limit, dephasing is due to quantum fluctuations of the detector in a nonequilibrium interferometer. The strength of dephasing is determined by the phase shift caused by Coulomb coupling between detector and interferometer. The Friedel sum rule relates this phase shift to the screening charge that an occupied detector state induces on the interferometer arm.
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